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The efficiencies of two recently developed methods for calculating free energy changes along a
generalized coordinate in a system are discussed in the context of other, related approaches. One
method is based on Jarzynski’s identity@Phys. Rev. Lett.78, 2690~1997!#. The second method relies
on thermodynamic integration of the average force and is called the adaptive biasing force method
@Darve and Pohorille, J. Chem. Phys.115, 9169~2001!#. Both methods are designed such that the
system evolves along the chosen coordinate~s! without experiencing free energy barriers and they
require calculating the instantaneous, unconstrained force acting on this coordinate using the
formula derived by Darve and Pohorille. Efficiencies are analyzed by comparing analytical
estimates of statistical errors and by considering two numerical examples—internal rotation of
hydrated 1,2-dichloroethane and transfer of fluoromethane across a water-hexane interface. The
efficiencies of both methods are approximately equal in the first but not in the second case. During
transfer of fluoromethane the system is easily driven away from equilibrium and, therefore, the
performance of the method based on Jarzynski’s identity is poor. ©2004 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1642607#

I. INTRODUCTION

Estimating how free energy changes with the state of a
system occupies a central place in applications of statistical
mechanics to problems of chemical or biological interest.
From these free energy changes it is possible, for example, to
establish which states of the system are stable, what are their
probabilities, and how the equilibria between these states are
influenced by external conditions. Free energies are also of
great utility in determining kinetics of transitions between
different states.

A variety of methods have been developed to compute
free energies of condensed phase systems.1–6 In this paper,
we focus on one class of methods—those that allow for cal-
culating free energy changes along one or several general-
ized coordinates in the system, often called ‘‘reaction coor-
dinates.’’ A variety of interesting problems can be
formulated, at least approximately, in these terms. Examples
vary from conformational equilibria and associations of
small molecules to partition coefficients between immiscible
liquids, receptor-drug interactions, protein-protein and
protein-DNA associations, stability of small proteins,5,7,8 or
response of a polymer to an external force.9–15 In some cases
only the free energy difference between the end points is
being sought whereas in other instances the full free energy
profile is of interest.

Considering that in almost all cases of practical interest a

significant computational effort is required to determine free
energy changes it is hardly surprising that efficiencies~or, for
a fixed cost, accuracies! of different methods are of great
concern. Several properties of the system, such as the rate of
diffusive motion along the reaction coordinate or equilibra-
tion of the system along other degrees of freedom, can influ-
ence these efficiencies. In many cases, however, the main
difficulty in the efficient calculation of the free energy is
associated with its shape along the reaction coordinate. If the
free energy changes markedly along this coordinate, Boltz-
mann sampling of its different values becomes highly non-
uniform. This, in turn, may have considerable detrimental
effect on the performance of many methods for calculating
free energies.

Several approaches have been proposed to overcome this
difficulty.1,3,4,16,17Recently, two methods have been devel-
oped that allow for recovering the free energy profile from
trajectories, in which sampling along the reaction coordinate
is exactly or approximately uniform. One method is based on
Jarzynski’s equality18,19 and requires generating a series of
appropriate nonequilibrium trajectories that describe evolu-
tion of the system along the reaction coordinate. The other
method, called adaptive biasing force, relies on thermody-
namic integration of the average force acting on the reaction
coordinate during unconstrained simulations.20,21 Consider-
ing that neither of the two methods experiences difficulties
associated with nonuniform sampling of the reaction coordi-
nates, it might be expected that their application should pro-
vide an efficient mean for estimating free energies. We ex-
plore this point in detail by comparing formulas for statistical
error in both methods and by examining specific numerical
examples.
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In the next section, we briefly review the theory under-
lying the methods in the context of other, related approaches
also used in this study. We recall the previously obtained
formulas for statistical error in Jarzynski’s method22,23 and
derive the formula for the same quantity in the adaptive bi-
asing force. We illustrate the difference between these for-
mulas in a simple example of a one-dimensional harmonic
oscillator. Next, we apply both methods to two specific
examples—conformational equilibria in 1,2-dichloroethane
in water and transfer of fluoromethane across a water-hexane
interface. The reaction coordinates are, respectively, the Cl–
C–C–Cltorsional angle and the distance between the centers
of mass of the solute and the hexane lamella along the nor-
mal to the interface. In both cases, accurate free energy pro-
files have been obtained previously20,24,25and served as the
reference. As will be shown, both methods are approximately
equally efficient in the first but not in the second case. The
paper closes with a brief summary and conclusions regarding
the efficiency of both methods in the calculations of free
energies.

II. THEORY

A. Numerical calculation of free energies

In this section we outline methods for computing free
energy differencesDA that are further used in this paper. We
start with the most straightforward methods based on com-
puting probability density functions and move on to more
advanced methods, such as the adaptive biasing force
method of Darve and Pohorille,20,21 which deals with nu-
merical difficulties caused by the presence of energy barriers.
We conclude with the methods applicable to out of equilib-
rium simulations recently developed by Jarzynski18,19,26and
Crooks.27–30We will point out that the latter class of methods
has some drawbacks and, in particular, becomes inaccurate
for molecular systems which are easily driven out of equilib-
rium. This point will be developed in more details in the rest
of the article. In Table I, we summarize the notation most
frequently used in this article.

For a system at constant temperatureT, constant volume
V, and with a constant number of particlesM, the Helmholtz
free energyA(M ,V,T) is given by

A~M ,V,T!52kBT logZ~M ,V,T!,

where Z is the canonical partition function andkB is the
Boltzmann constant. From a computational standpoint, cal-
culatingA(M ,V,T) involves the difficult task of computing
a volume in phase space. A more feasible objective is to
compute free energy differences. For example, if we define a
reaction coordinatej, which is a function of the particle po-
sitionsx, we can represent the free energy as a function ofM,
V, T, andj(x):

A~M ,V,T,j0!

52kBT log
* exp@2bH~x,px!#d„j~x!2j0…dx dpx

L3MM !
~1!

whereL is the thermal wavelength andb51/(kBT). Then
the free energy difference betweenj5ja and j5jb is de-
fined as

A~M ,V,T,jb!2A~M ,V,T,ja!

5DAa→b

52kBT log
* exp@2bH~x,px!#d„j~x!2jb…dx dpx

exp@2bH~x,px!#d„j~x!2ja…dx dpx
.

~2!

A straightforward approach to estimatingDAa→b con-
sists in observing that the probability density functionP(ja)
is defined by

P~ja!5
* exp@2bH~x,px!#d„j~x!2ja…dx dpx

* exp@2bH~x,px!#dx dpx
.

P(jb) is defined similarly. Then

DAa→b52kBT log
P~jb!

P~ja!
.

To estimate the ratio of the probabilities we need to know the
probability densityP(j) in the range@ja ,jb#, which can be
computed from a molecular dynamics~MD! or Monte Carlo
simulation. There are several difficulties that might arise. If
the state corresponding toja is much more stable than the
statej5jb , then the system will be poorly sampled atjb . If
there is a high energy barrier separatingja from jb , transi-
tions between these two states will be rare, yielding large
errors in the numerical estimate ofDAa→b .

TABLE I. Notation frequently used in the article.

kB Boltzmann constant
T Temperature
b 1/(kBT)
Z Canonical partition function
x Cartesian coordinates
j~x! Generalized coordinate
px Conjugate momenta ofx
H Hamiltonian
^S&N Arithmetic average of$S1 ,...,SN%

E@S#,S̄ Expectation ofS

SD@S#,sS Standard deviation ofS
Var@S#,sS

2 Variance ofS

S;N(S̄,sS
2) Random variableS has a normal distribution

with expectationS̄ and variancesS
2

P(S) Probability density function ofS
DA Free energy difference
K Total number of molecular dynamics steps used

to estimateDA
DA(C) Constraint force estimate of the free energy
Fj

c Effective force acting onj in constrained simulations
DA(abf) Adaptive biasing force estimate of the free energy
Fj

u Effective force acting onj in unconstrained simulations
DAN

(J) Jarzynski’s free energy estimator
DAN

(G) Free energy estimator for Gaussian distribution of work
t Switching time of a fast growth trajectory
N Number of fast growth trajectories
L Number of time steps per fast growth trajectory
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To remedy these difficulties, several approaches have been considered. The most common method relies on the observa-
tion thatDAa→b can be obtained from the following, more general equation:

DAa→b5UB~jb!2UB~ja!2kBT log
* exp$2b@H~x,px!2UB~j!#%d„j~x!2jb…dx dpx

* exp$2b@H~x,px!2UB~j!#%d„j~x!2ja…dx dpx
,

whereH is the Hamiltonian of the system,px are conjugate momenta ofx, andUB(j) is an external potential applied to the
system. IfUB(j) is a good approximation ofA(j) then the sampling overj becomes almost uniform as

* exp$2b@H~x,px!2UB~j!#%d„j~x!2jb…dx dpx

* exp$2b@H~x,px!2UB~j!#%d„j~x!2ja…dx dpx
5

exp@2bA~jb!#

exp@2bUB~jb!#

exp@2bUB~ja!#

exp@2bA~ja!#
'1.

Although this method has been effectively used for a wide
variety of problems it also has an important drawback in that
a good initial guess ofA(j) is required to get an efficient
sampling ofj. This implies that we need to have a good,a
priori understanding of a system under study. Otherwise, the
improvement in sampling efficiency would be small or none.

Sampling can be further improved by splitting the com-
putation into several, partially overlapping ranges~‘‘win-
dows’’! alongj, the union of which covers the entire interval
@ja ,jb#.31 It can be shown that the computational cost de-
creases as 1/nw , wherenw is the number of windows. The
optimal number of windows is reached when the character-
istic times needed to sample one interval alongj and the
coordinates orthogonal toj are comparable. A point of diffi-
culty is that the data in each window need to be shifted by a
constant in order to obtain a continuous energy profile along
j.32,33 This can become a source of error if there are many
intervals or they do not sufficiently overlap.

1. Thermodynamic integration methods

Thermodynamic integration methods are based on the
observation that

DAa→b5E
ja

jb dA~j!

dj
dj.

Using Eq.~1!, one can prove that

DAa→b5E
ja

jbK ]H~j!

]j L
j*

dj* , ~3!

where the partial derivative is computed with any set of gen-
eralized coordinates. The notation^ &j* stands for an average
computed over the set$(x,px),j(x)5j* %. One approach to
estimating the integral in Eq.~3! is to constrain the system at
several locations j5j* and compute the average
^]H(j)/]j&j* at each location. This should be done with
care because the conjugate momentum ofj in a constrained
simulation is also constrained. In fact, the correct, general
formula for calculatinĝ ]H(j)/]j&j* has been derived only
relatively recently.20,21,34In brief, we need to introduce a set
of generalized coordinatesqj* and conjugate momentapj*

to describe the set$(x,px),j(x)5j* ,j̇50%. The integral be-
comes

K ]H~j!

]j L
j*

5

*
]H~j!

]j
exp@2bH~qj* ,pj* !#dqj* dpj* dp*

* exp@2bH~qj* ,pj* !#dqj* dpj* dp*
, ~4!

where p* is the conjugate momentum ofj* . In can be
shown20,21 that with an appropriate choice of coordinates the
Hamiltonian takes the form

H5
1

2

~p* !2

mj
1

1

2
~pj* ! tMq

21pj* 1U~qj* !,

wheremj andMq are the generalized masses associated with
the generalized coordinates andU is the potential energy of
the system. In particular,mj is defined by

1

mj
5 (

k51

3M
1

mk
S ]j

]xk
D 2

,

wheremk are the masses of theM particles andxk , 1<k
<3M , are their coordinates.

The integration overp* in Eq. ~4! yields

E expS 2b
1

2

~p* !2

mj
Ddp* 5A2p

b
Amj .

We use this result to eliminatep* in Eq. ~4!:

K ]H~j!

]j L
j*

5

*
]H~j!

]j
Amj exp@2bH~qj* ,pj* !#dqj* dpj*

*Amj exp@2bH~qj* ,pj* !#dqj* dpj* . ~5!

Therefore for a constrained simulation we have to compute
the following average:

KAmj

]H~j!

]j L
c

^Amj&c
S 5 K ]H~j!

]j L
j*

D ,

where^ &c denotes an average computed withj5j* and j̇
50. The partial derivative ofH with respect toj is compli-
cated to calculate because of the apparent necessity to define
generalized coordinates. There is, however, an alternative
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that is computationally more tractable.20,21 For simulations
with a constraint, we define an effective force acting onj as

Fj
c52l1

1

2b (
k51

3M
1

mk

]j

]xk

]mj

]xk
, ~6!

where l is the Lagrange multiplier used inSHAKE or
RATTLE,35 to impose the constraint onj. Then

K ]H~j!

]j L
j*

52
^AmjFj

c&c

^Amj&c

.

The constrained method has some drawbacks. The num-
ber of points alongj and the spacing between them has to be
properly chosen for each system to reduce errors arising
from numerical integration in Eq.~3!. Perhaps more impor-
tantly, constrainingj might cause ergodicity problems in
sampling degrees of freedom orthogonal toj.

An alternative approach, recently proposed by Darve and
Pohorille,20,21 relies on calculatinĝ ]H/]j&j using an un-
constrained simulation. Then, the following effective force
acting onj is defined:

Fj
u5mj

d2j

dt2
1

1

b (
k51

3M
1

mk

]j

]xk

]mj

]xk
. ~7!

Note that the factor of 1/2 in Eq.~6! is no longer present.
Then

K ]H~j!

]j L
j*

52^Fj
u&j* . ~8!

To efficiently samplej, even if high energy barriers are
present, an external force alongj is applied to the system.
No a priori estimate of the biasing force is required. In the
simplest implementation, the adaptive biasing force applied
to the system is equal and opposite to the running average of
Fj :

^Fj
u&j,n5

( i 51
n Fj,i

u

n
.

To underscore this feature the method is called the adaptive
biasing force~ABF! method. As the external force converges
to 2^Fj

u&j sampling alongj becomes uniform. In practice,
convergence is quite rapid, especially if more refined esti-
mates of2^Fj

u&j,n are employed for smalln.
The ABF method shares common features with both the

probability method and the constrained thermodynamic inte-
gration. As in the latter method,DAa→b is obtained by inte-
grating the average force acting alongj. As in the probability
method, the simulation is performed in windows but without
the need to keepj fixed. Furthermore, the bias added to the
force asymptotically converges to the ‘‘ideal’’dUB(j)/dj.
However, the ABF method is quite different from the adap-
tive biasing potential approach.16,17To adjustUB it is neces-
sary to sample the whole window sufficiently well so that an
improved estimate of the biasing potential in this window is
obtained. Furthermore, a good initial guess forUB(j) is still
needed. Otherwise, some regions ofj will be sampled poorly
or not at all. In contrast, the estimate for the biasing force in

the ABF method is obtained locally without the need to
sample the rest of the window or to have an initial guess
for UB .

2. Nonequilibrium simulations

The last category of methods that will be discussed in
this paper bears some resemblance to the ABF method. In
these methods, an external force is applied alongj to change
~switch! its value fromja to jb . Under appropriate condi-
tions it is possible to computeDAa→b from the work re-
quired to perform this switch. More precisely, if one starts a
simulation withj5ja and changesj reversibly fromja to
jb , the following equation applies:

DAa→b5E
0

`

j̇
]H~j!

]j
dt.

We can then write

DAa→b5W` ,

whereW` is the work required to switch with an infinitely
slow velocity. This is the ‘‘slow-growth’’ method.

In a real simulation, however,j is changed at a finite,
rather than infinitely small, speed. In this case, the relation
between the work and the change of the free energy is only
approximate,

DAa→b'Wt ,

where t is the switching time. In fact, the second law of
thermodynamics imposes a bound,

DAa→b<Wt , ~9!

where the overbar denotes an average over trajectories at a
given finite switching timet. The error can be reduced by
increasingt, but this also increases the computational ex-
pense.

This approximation can be replaced by an exact equality
using a nonequilibrium free energy expression derived by
Jarzynski18,19 and further developed by Crooks.28–30 Let us
suppose that a certain velocity profilevj

0(t)5dj/dt is cho-
sen and that we perform several trajectories wheredj/dt is
constrained and equal tovj

0(t). In this case,

exp~2bDAa→b!5exp~2bWt!, ~10!

where the average, denoted again by the overbar, is com-
puted over all the trajectories. This method is sometimes
referred to as the ‘‘fast-growth’’ method. The simplest choice
for vj

0(t) is to consider a switching at constant velocity
@vj

0(t)5const#. It is possible in general to improve the effi-
ciency of the method by choosing a nonconstant velocity
profile vj

0(t). In particular, in the intervals where large non-
equilibrium effects are generated, the velocityvj

0(t) should
be chosen small. Vice versa, in the intervals where the sys-
tem remains close to equilibrium, it is possible to choose a
largevj

0(t) so that the computational expense is reduced.
A remarkable feature of Eq.~10! is that the switching

time t is arbitrary. This means that in principleDAa→b can
be accurately estimated from the set of work values
$Wt,1 ,Wt,2 ,...,Wt,n ,...%, providing that the number of tra-
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jectories,n, is sufficiently large. This is true even for short
switching times, for which the system is driven far from
equilibrium, and the work performed during a single simula-
tion gives a poor estimate of the free energy difference. The
nonequilibrium nature of Eq.~10! makes it appealing for
calculating free energies not only from computer simulations
but also from experiments. Good examples are single-
molecule pulling experiments,13,36,37 in which the microma-
nipulation of the molecule of interest~typically DNA, RNA,
or a protein! perturbs the system irreversibly. In this case,
Eq. ~10! yields an estimate of the free energy change in the
unfolding reaction from the irreversible pulling trajectories.

To calculate the average in Eq.~10!, N trajectories are
initiated atj5ja . The starting configurations for these tra-
jectories are sampled from the canonical ensemble at the
desired temperatureT and should be statistically indepen-
dent. If we choose a constant switching velocity, we have

j̇5
jb2ja

t
,

wheret is the desired switching time. In order to enforce the
proper constraint onj along the trajectory, which isj̇(t)
5 j̇(0), we use amodified version ofRATTLE described in
Ref. 20.

In the rest of the paper, we will simplify the notation by
abbreviatingDAa→b5DA andWt5W. In order to simplify
the presentation, we consider the case of a constant switching
velocity only. However all the results can be extended to an
arbitraryvj

0(t).

B. Numerical error of free energy formulas

In this section, we deal with the numerical error associ-
ated with the adaptive biasing force and fast-growth meth-
ods.

First, we derive a formula to assess the statistical error in
the ABF that takes into account correlations between con-
secutive samples ofFj

u . We show that, under quite general
assumptions, this statistical error behaves asK21/2, whereK
is the total number of time steps in the simulation.

For fast growth, we consider two different free energy
formulas. One is based on the nonequilibrium relation in Eq.
~10!. The estimator

DAN
~J!52b21 logS e2bW11¯1e2bWN

N D ~11!

gives the exact valueDA whenN→`,

lim
N→`

DAN
~J!5DA,

provided that the set of values$W1 ,W2 ,...,WN% are obtained
from independent simulations, with initial conditions
sampled randomly from the canonical ensemble correspond-
ing to the system atj5ja . We shall refer toDAN

(J) asJarzyn-
ski’s estimator. A major drawback of this technique is that,
for finite N, the estimate contains a systematic
bias.19,22,26,27,38In this case, the expectation ofDAN

(J) exceeds
DA,

E@DAN
~J!#.DA.

Due to the nonlinearity of Eq.~11!, the accurate evaluation
of the systematic bias and statistical error ofDAN

(J) is diffi-
cult, especially ifsW is much larger thankBT. However,
when the distribution of worksP(W) is Gaussian and
exp(b2sW

2 )21!N, it is possible to give reliable estimates of
both quantities.

The second fast-growth estimator under consideration
was introduced by Jarzynski26 and Hummer.38 The authors
observed that the estimatorDAN

(J) is biased, even whenP(W)
is Gaussian. In this case, however, it is possible to construct
an unbiased estimator38 DAN

(G) :

DAN
~G!5^W&N2

b

2
s2,

~12!

^W&N5
1

N (
i 51

N

Wi , s25
1

N21 (
i 51

N

~Wi2^W&N!2,

instead ofDAN
(J) . This is possible because the exact free

energy in the Gaussian case is given by

DA5W̄2
b

2
sW

2 ~13!

and

E~^W&N!5W̄, E~s2!5sW
2 .

Not only isDAN
(G) an unbiased estimator ofDA but the exact

expression for the variance ofDAN
(G) is available. From this

expression it follows that, for smallbsW , the error is as-
ymptotically on the order ofK21/2. We shall see in Sec. IV
that, in practice, the applicability ofDAN

(G) is somewhat lim-
ited, as deviations ofP(W) from a Gaussian distribution can
result in a considerable loss of accuracy of the estimator.

This theoretical analysis and the numerical tests pre-
sented in Secs. II C and IV will lead us to the following
conclusion: For a wide class of systems, the methods based
on computing free energies from the average of the instanta-
neous force offer higher or, at worst, comparable accuracy
for the same computational cost as fast growth. In addition,
estimating the error ofDA obtained from the former methods
is much easier.
1. Error in adaptive biasing force method

To approximate the integral

DA52E
ja

jb

^Fj
u&j* dj*

obtained by combining Eqs.~3! and ~8! a quadrature rule is
first applied, using nodes$j i% i 51

p ,@ja ,jb#. For the sake of
simplicity, we assume that they are equally spaced:

j i5ja1S i 2
1

2DDj, ; i 51,...,p, Dj5
jb2ja

p
,

and the midpoint rule is applied, yielding

DA'2Dj(
i 51

p

^Fj
u&j i

. ~14!

Next, we assume that̂Fj
u&j i

is the expectation value with

respect to the probability distributionP(Fj i

u ) according to
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which the forces collected in the bin@j i2Dj/2,j i1Dj/2#
are distributed. Let us denote byni the number of forces
collected in that bin at the end of the simulation andK5n1

1¯1np the total number of samples.$Fj(tm)%m51
K desig-

nates the sequence of forces computed during the entire
simulation; to specify the set of forces collected in thei th
bin, we write $Fj(t l

i)% l 51
ni . The instants$t l

i% l 51
ni are not nec-

essarily consecutive, asj takes values in different bins dur-
ing the MD simulation. We denote the expectation and vari-
ance of the forces in thei th bin as

m i52
]A

]j
~j i !5E@Fj i

u #, s i
25Var@Fj i

u #.

As we pointed out in Sec. II A, the adaptive biasing force
approach is conceived to achieve asymptotically a uniform
sampling alongj. Thus,

lim
K→`

P~j i !5 lim
K→`

ni

K
5

1

p
, ; i 51,...,p.

In particular,ni→` as time goes tò . Then, assuming er-
godicity, the running averages

^Fj
u&j i ,ni

5
( l 51

ni Fj
u~ t l

i !

ni
, 1< i<p,

give an accurate estimate ofm i as the simulation proceeds,
yielding the following finite-time estimate of the free energy:

DA~ab f !52Dj(
i 51

p

^Fj
u&j i ,ni

. ~15!

Two sources of error are found in Eq.~15!:

uDA2DA~ab f !u<uDA2E@DA~ab f !#u

1uE@DA~ab f !#2DA~ab f !u

5E11E2 .

Notice that

E@DA~ab f !#52Dj(
i 51

p

m i5Dj(
i 51

p
]A

]j
~j i !. ~16!

Thus, we find thatE1 is the quadrature error introduced by
the midpoint rule:

E15UDA2Dj(
i 51

p
]A

]j
~j i !U.

For largeK the bin size can be made sufficiently small
that the quadrature error becomes negligibly small.

On the other hand,E2 represents the statistical error of
estimating E@DA(ab f )# from K MD steps. We will focus on
this error.

We estimate the expected squared error rather than the
expected value ofE2 . This is justified by the Schwarz
inequality:39

E@E2#5E†uDA~ab f !2E@DA~ab f !#u‡

<E†uDA~ab f !2E@DA~ab f !#u2
‡

1/2

5SD@DA~ab f !#.

In the Appendix we derive the estimate

SD@DA~ab f !#'~jb2ja!
s

K1/2~112k!1/2, ~17!

wheres25Var@Fj# and k is the correlation length40 of the
series$Fj(tm)%m51

K . From this equation it follows that the
standard deviation ofDA(ab f ) decreases asK21/2 and in-
creases linearly withs.

2. Error in fast growth
a. Error in DAN

(J). Zuckerman and Woolf22,23 have re-
cently provided asymptotic expansions in integer powers of
1/N for the systematic bias and variance ofDAN

(J) . The co-
efficients of the expansions depend on the moments of
exp(2bW). More specifically, assuming that the meanm̂,
varianceŝ2, and third central momentm̂3 of exp(2bW) are
finite, Zuckerman and Woolf prove that

E@DAN
~J!#2DA5

f1

bN
1

f2

bN2 1OS 1

N3D , ~18!

Var@DAN
~J!#'

x1

b2N
1OS 1

N2D ~19!

with

f15ŝ2/~2m̂2!, f252~4m̂m̂329ŝ4!/~12m̂4!,

x15ŝ2/m̂2.

In practice, the direct use of Eqs.~18! and ~19! is prob-
lematic unless the standard deviationsW is small. The reason
is that these estimates require an accurate evaluation of the
moments of exp(2bW), or, equivalently, the integral of
exp(2kbW)P(W), for 1<k<3. When sW is much larger
thankBT, the maximum of exp(2kbW)P(W) will be several
standard deviations away fromW̄. As the lower tail ofP(W)
is rarely sampled, a large number of trajectories will be
needed to compute the coefficients in Eq.~19! with satisfac-
tory accuracy.

If the distribution ofW is Gaussian explicit expressions
for the momentsm̂, ŝ2, andm̂3 are readily known.41 Then

f15
h2

2
, f252

4h213

12
h4,

x15h2 with h25eb2sW
2

21. ~20!

This leads to

E@DAN
~J!#2DA5

1

2b

h2

N
2

1

2b

4h213

6 S h2

N D 2

1OS 1

N3D ,

~21!

Var@DAN
~J!#'

1

b2

h2

N
1OS 1

N2D . ~22!

For h2!N, the following leading order estimates are
obtained:

E@DAN
~J!#2DA'

1

2b

eb2sW
2

21

N
, ~23!
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SD@DAN
~J!#'

1

b
S eb2sW

2
21

N
D 1/2

. ~24!

The application of Eqs.~23! and~24! requires some cau-
tion. For fixedN there exists only a limited~and often small!
interval 0,bsW<C(N) for which Eqs.~23! and ~24! are
valid. For fixed and large widthssW , the leading order es-
timates represent viable approximations for only a large
number of trajectories. This limitation was already reported
by Zuckerman and Woolf22 and is confirmed numerically in
Secs. II C and IV.

b. Error in DAN
(G). As was already pointed out, the

estimatorDAN
(G) defined in Eq.~12! is unbiased if the values

$W1 ,...,WN% are sampled from a Gaussian distribution. Fur-
thermore, an exact expression of Var@DAN

(G)# is available.38

Provided that the works are uncorrelated, and Var(^W&N)
and Var(s2) are uncorrelated, it follows that

Var@DAN
~G!#5

sW
2

N
1

b2sW
4

2~N21!
. ~25!

Using Eqs.~22! and ~25! and a Taylor expansion, we obtain

Var@DAN
~J!#2Var@DAN

~G!#

'FsW
2

N
1

b2sW
4

2N
1

~b4sW
6 !

6N
1¯G2

1

b2

2h211

2 S h2

N D 2

2FsW
2

N
1

b2sW
4

2~N21!
G

52
b2sW

4

2N~N21!
2

1

b2

2h211

2 S h2

N D 2

1
O~sW

6 !

N
.

Therefore, not only isDAN
(G) unbiased, but Var@DAN

(G)# is
always smaller than Var@DAN

(J)# for large N. This confirms
that, for a Gaussian distribution of works, the use ofDAN

(G)

instead ofDAN
(J) is advisable. Furthermore, it is possible to

compare the efficiency ofDAN
(G) andDA(ab f ) for long times

t. In this case, Woods42 and Crooks27 estimated that the vari-
ancesW

2 of the work scales as 1/t. Therefore, for fixedDt,
we can assume in the long-time regime

sW
2 '

s0
2

L
, ~26!

whereL is the number of time steps per trajectory ands0
2 is

a constant that depends on the current,j, and initial, ja ,
values of the reaction coordinate. Equations~25! and ~26!
lead to

Var@DAN
~G!#5

s0
2

K S 11
Nb2s0

2

2K D , ~27!

whereK5NL, i.e., the total number of time steps after theN
trajectories. Taking into account Eq.~17! for standard devia-
tion of DA(ab f ):

SD@DAN
~G!#

SD@DA~ab f !#
'

s0~ja ,jb!

~jb2ja!s~112k!1/2 S 11
Nb2s0

2

2K D 1/2

.

Two regimes are found for the ratio of statistical errors
depending on whetherNb2s0

2/K5b2sW
2 is small or large.

The transition between the two regimes occurs nearbsW

.1. In the best case, whensW is of the order ofkBT or
smaller, we find

SD@DAN
~G!#

SD@DA~ab f !#
'

s0~ja ,jb!

~jb2ja!s~112k!1/2,

a system-dependent constant. Only in this optimal case is the
efficiency of fast growth similar to the efficiency of ABF.

If the distribution of works is Gaussian it is possible to
improve Var@DAN

(G)# in Eq. ~27! for large bsW by running
trajectories both forward and backward~i.e., initiated atja

andjb). If N/2 trajectories are obtained in each direction38

Var@DAN
~G!#5

s0
2

K
.

C. The harmonic oscillator

We have computed the free energy difference of chang-
ing the center of a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator of
massm and spring constantk from c50 to c5l. This is
equivalent to computing the free energy associated with
moving a particle in the~x,y! plane fromya50 to yb51,
subject to a potentialFl(x,y)5k(x2ly)2/2.

The aim of the experiment is twofold. We want to deter-
mine the validity of the estimates given in Eqs.~23! and~24!
for Gaussian distributions of works. We also want to com-
pare in a simple experiment the efficiencies of average force
methods~constrained dynamics in this case! and fast growth.

For a given temperature, the partition function is inde-
pendent ofy, and is given byZ52p/bv, wherev5Ak/m
denotes the natural frequency. Therefore, the free energy dif-
ference is

DA52b21 ln
Z

Z
50.

The constrained sampling was carried out atp points
along the lines$(x,yi),yi5(2i 21)/(2p)% i 51

p . At eachyi ,
the HamiltonianHl,yi

is given by

Hl,yi
~x,px!5

px
2

2m
1

k

2
~x2lyi !

2.

For eachyi , n values ofx were sampled independently from
a canonical ensemble corresponding to the HamiltonianHl,yi

at temperatureT:

x;NS lyi ,
1

bkD . ~28!

We recall that the instantaneous force acting on they
coordinate is the one which when subtracted gives a zero
acceleration alongy. Thus, in this particular example,

Fj5Fy52]yH~x,y!52]yFl~x,y!52l~x2ly!.
~29!

From Eqs.~28! and ~29! it follows that

Fj;NS 0,
4l2

bk D .
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Notice that the parameterl in the potential is used to adjust
the spread of the instantaneous force acting ony. The free
energy is computed by integrating the average force:

DAn
~C!52Dj(

i 51

p F1

n (
j 51

n

Fy~xj ,yi !G . ~30!

The statistical error of the estimatorAn
(C) can be calculated

analytically from the standard deviation ofFy , yielding

DAn
~C!;NS 0,

2l2

bpnD . ~31!

We observe that an increase inl affects the performance of
the method: as the potentialFl becomes steeper along thex
isolines, the convergence of the method worsens at a rate
proportional tol for pn5K constant.

In the fast-growth method the system was isolated dur-
ing the switching process. The evolution of the particle was
deterministic under the HamiltonianHl,y , where y was
switched fromy50 to y51 at a constant rate:

ẍ52
1

m
]xFl„x~ t !,y~ t !…, ÿ50;

x~0!5x0 , y~0!50; ~32!

ẋ~0!5v0x , ẏ~0!5
1

t
.

The initial conditions were sampled from the canonical
ensemble corresponding toy50:

f l,0~x,px!5
e2bHl,0~x,px!

Z
5

bv

2p
expF2

b

2 S px
2

m
1kx2D G ,

leading to Gaussian distributions forx0;N(0,1/kb) and
v0x;N(0,1/mb). The initial points in the phase space
(x0 ,v0x) were sampled independently. At the end of each
trajectory, the workWt was computed as the energy differ-
ence between initial and final states:

Wt5DE5
m

2
@ uvx~t!u22uv0xu2#1

k

2
$@x~t!2l#22x0

2%.

The system described by Eq.~32! can be integrated ana-
lytically. After some algebra we get

x~ t !5x0 cos~vt !1
v0x2l/t

v
sin~vt !1

l

t
t,

~33!

Wt5m
l

t F S v0x2
l

t D @cos~vt!21#2x0v sin~vt!G .
Wt is a linear combination of normal variables, and is

therefore also normal with parameters

Wt;NS r ~l!,
2

b
r ~l! D , r ~l!5mS l

t D 2

@12cos~vt!#.

~34!

Equation ~34! confirms that, asWt is Gaussian,DA
5Wt2bsWt

2 /2 holds true. Also, the spread inWt is propor-

tional to l.

We fixed the stiffnessk52, massm50.081, switching
time t50.05, andb51.6774. Two sets of fast-growth com-
putations were performed forN520 and 342~the values ofb
and N were chosen to make them directly comparable with
the tests discussed in Sec. IV A!. The work along the trajec-
tories was obtained from Eq.~33!. Subsequently, we ob-
tainedDAN

(J) andDAN
(G) from Eqs.~11! and ~12!.

For the constraint force calculation we fixedp550 and
set, as in the fast-growth case,n5N520 andn5N5342 in
the two different sets of computations. We computedDAN

(C)

from Eq. ~30!.
To study the statistical properties of the estimators, we

obtained 4385 values ofDAN
(C) , DAN

(J) , andDAN
(G) , respec-

tively, for different choices ofl. Finally, we compared their
efficiency forl50.1,0.2,...,1.9.

The probability density functions ofDAN
(J) andDAN

(G) are
shown in Fig. 1.DAN

(G) is, as expected, unbiased, whereas
DAN

(J) has a systematic bias~the expected value is shifted to
the right of the exact free energyDA50). The bias increases
asl ~and, accordingly,sW) increases.

The standard deviation ofDAN
(J) is detailed in Fig. 2~a!,

along with the first order estimate in Eq.~24!. As has already
been pointed out in Sec. II B 2 a, for eachN there exists a
window 0,bsW<C(N), where the estimate is accurate.
For N520, we observe that Eq.~24! is valid for l,0.5,
which corresponds tobsW.0.9. ForN5342, Eq.~24! holds
for a somewhat larger range ofl (l,0.8, which corresponds
to bsW.1.46).

In Fig. 2~b! we show the standard deviation ofDAN
(G) .

For both values ofN, we observe the two regimes anticipated
in Eq. ~25!:

SD@DAN
~G!#'H sW

N1/2 if bsW!1,

sW

N1/2 S 11
b2sW

2

2 D 1/2

if bsW@1.

We also notice that forN5342, SD@DAN
(G)# is markedly

smaller than SD@DAN
(J)#.

FIG. 1. Histograms ofDAN
(G) ~solid! and DAN

(J) ~dashed! for N5342 and
several values ofl. Notice that, asl ~and, accordingly,sW) increases, the
probability density function ofDAN

(J) becomes right skewed and the maxi-
mum shifts to the right of the exact free energyDA50. The estimatorDAN

(J)

is thus positively biased.
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In Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! we show that the ratios
SD@DAN

(J)#/SD@DAN
(C)# and SD@DAN

(G)#/SD@DAN
(C)# increase

with l. In other words, the constraint force technique per-
forms increasingly better than both fast-growth estimators
when the spreads of the instantaneous forceFy and the work
W increase.

The comparison of statistical errors for fixedl and in-
creasingN ~increasing computational cost! is also of interest.
Figure 3~a! reveals that the ratio SD@DAN

(J)#/SD@DAN
(C)# in-

creases until it reaches a well defined limit. Indeed, asN
→` the estimate in Eq.~24! becomes accurate. The limit is
given by

lim
N→`

SD@DAN
~J!#

SD@DAN
~C!#

5 lim
N→`

1

b S e2br ~l!21

N D 1/2S bpN

2l2 D 1/2

5A p

2b

Ae2br ~l!21

l
,

a function that grows exponentially inl. By contrast, the
ratio SD@DAN

(G)#/SD@DAN
(C)#, shown in Fig. 3~b!, is indepen-

dent ofN. The constant

SD@DAN
~G!#

SD@DAN
~C!#

5
sW

N1/2 S 11
b2sW

2

2 D 1/2S bpN

2l2 D 1/2

5
@pr~l!#1/2

l
@11br ~l!#1/2

is linear inl.

III. METHODS

To assess the performance of the ABF and fast growth
methods we studied two test cases. One example involved
calculating the potential of mean force for the rotation of the
C–C bond in 1,2-dichloroethane~DCE! dissolved in water.
In the second example, the potential of mean force for the
transfer of fluoromethane~FMet! across a water-hexane in-
terface was obtained. Both test cases have been studied
before.20,21,24,43

The first system consisted of one DCE molecule sur-
rounded by 343 water molecules, all placed in a cubic box
whose edge length was 21.73 Å. This yielded a water density
approximately equal to 1 g/cm3. The second system con-
tained one FMet molecule and a lamella of 486 water mol-
ecules in contact with a lamella of 83 hexane molecules. This
system was enclosed in a box, withx,y dimensions equal to
24324 Å2 and z dimension, perpendicular to the water-
hexane interface, equal to 150 Å. Thus, the system contained
one liquid-liquid interface and two liquid-vapor interfaces.
The same geometry was used in a series of previous studies

FIG. 2. ~a! Standard deviation ofDAN
(J) as a function ofl for N520

~circles! and N5342 ~diamonds!. The solid lines represent the first-order
estimate~24!. For N520, the formula~24! is accurate untill50.5, where
bsW.0.9. For N5342, the threshold increases tol50.8, wherebsW

.1.46. ~b! Standard deviation ofDAN
(G) as a function ofl for N520

~circles! and N5342 ~diamonds!. Solid thick lines represent the estimate
sW /N1/2, whereas dashed light lines represent the estimate (sW /N1/2)@1
1(b2sW

2 )/2#1/2.

FIG. 3. ~a! The ratio SD@DAN
(J)#/SD@DA(C)# as a function ofl for N520

~circles! andN5342 ~diamonds!. As N→`, the ratio converges to the limit

(Ap/2b)A(eb2
sW21

2 )/l, represented by the solid line.~b! The ratio
SD@DAN

(G)#/SD@DA(C)# as a function ofl for N520 ~circles! andN5342
~diamonds!. As expected, the ratio is independent ofN and is approximately
equal to the function (sW /l)(11b2sW

2 /2)1/2(bp/2)1/2 represented by the
solid line.
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on the transfer of different solutes across a water-hexane
interface.11,44 In both cases, periodic boundary conditions
were applied in the three spatial directions.

Water-water interactions were described by the TIP4P
model.45 The models of DCE and FMet were described in
detail previously.24,25 Interactions between different compo-
nents of the system~the solute, water, and hexane! were
defined from the standard combination rules.46 All intermo-
lecular interactions were truncated smoothly with a cubic
spline function between 8.0 and 8.5 Å. Cutoff distances were
measured between carbon atoms of DCE and FMet, oxygen
atoms of water, and united atoms of hexane.

The equations of motion were integrated using the ve-
locity Verlet algorithm with a 1 fstime step for DCE and a 2
fs time step for FMet. The temperature was kept constant at
300 K using the Martynaet al. implementation47 of the
Nosé–Hoover algorithm.48,49 This algorithm allows for gen-
erating configurations from a canonical ensemble. Bond
lengths and bond angles of water and hexane molecules were
kept fixed usingRATTLE.35

For DCE in water, the Cl–C–C–Cltorsional anglej was
taken as the reaction coordinate. For the transfer of FMet
across the water-hexane interface,j was defined as thez
component of the distance between the centers of mass of the
solute and the hexane lamella.

The sets of calculations performed for both systems are
summarized in Tables II and III. In order to make a fair
comparison between the efficiency of different methods, we
took roughly the same number of time steps to generate the
profiles A(j) in all cases. Specifically, we fixed the total
computational cost to roughly 23106 time steps for the DCE
test and 63106 time steps for the FMet test. The time steps
devoted to generating initial configurations for fast growth
trajectories were not included in the comparison.

The initial configurations for fast growth trajectories
were generated by a single run withj constrained atja . One
configuration was saved every 2500 steps. For each configu-
ration, the velocities were resampled according to the
Maxwell–Boltzmann probability distribution. Next, one step

of the velocity Verlet algorithm was executed to obtain new
positions and velocities. In this way, we ensured that differ-
ent initial configurations for fast growth were completely
uncorrelated. Finally, the trajectories were run independently
in parallel processors~no relaxation was used between con-
secutive switches!, with a constant speedj̇.

In the DCE test, six sets of calculations were performed.
The first set yieldedA(j) using ABF. We used five overlap-
ping windows ~see Table IV! over the interval@0°, 180°#.
The MD trajectory in each window was 0.4 ns long. Force
statistics were collected in bins 5° wide. The initial 5% of the
samples in each bin were used exclusively to compute the
biasing force, and were not used for computing the final
A(j).

The remaining five calculations were performed using
the fast-growth method for different switching timest. We
computed the profileA(j) corresponding to the fastest and
the slowest growths (t55 and 97.5 ps, respectively!. The
remaining data were used to study in detail the dependence
of sW on j andt.

In the FMet test, three sets of calculations were per-
formed, one for ABF and two for the fast growth method for
two different switching timest. For ABF, we used five non-
overlapping windows~detailed in Table IV! over the interval
@215, 10# Å. The MD trajectory in each window was 2.5 ns
long. Force statistics were collected in bins 0.2 Å wide. In
this case the initial 2% of the samples in each bin was dis-
carded when computingA(j).

For fast growth, a total of 90 trajectories fort5640 ps
and two trajectories fort55.25 ns were obtained.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Rotation of the C–C bond in DCE dissolved
in water

In Fig. 4 we show the free energy profile for the rotation
of DCE around the Cl–C–C–Cltorsional angle. This profile,
obtained using ABF, is in excellent agreement with the pre-
viously calculated reference curve.21 The free energies for
the gaucheand trans conformations in water are nearly the
same. In contrast, in the gas phase thetrans conformation is
favored by 1.1 kcal/mol.24,43 This means that, compared to
the trans rotamer, thegaucheconformation is stabilized in
the aqueous environment by 1.4 kcal/mol. This can be ex-
plained by favorable interactions between the permanent di-

TABLE II. Summary of ABF calculations performed for the test cases.

Test @ja ,jb# Dt Number of windows Overlapping Bin size Length of trajectory per bin Total number of steps Samples discarded

DCE @0, 180# ~deg! 1 ~fs! 5 Yes 5~deg! 0.4 ~ns! 23106 5%
FMet @215, 10# ~Å! 2 ~fs! 5 No 0.2~Å! 2.5 ~ns! 6.253106 2%

TABLE III. Summary of fast growth calculations performed for the test
cases.

Test @ja ,jb# Dt t
Number of
trajectories

Number
of blocks

Steps
per block

DCE @210, 180# 1 ~fs! 5 ~ps! 1026 3 1.713106

7.5 ~ps! 600 — —
22.5 ~ps! 240 — —
52.5 ~ps! 109 — —
97.5 ~ps! 140 7 1.953106

FMet @215, 10# 2 ~fs! 0.64 ~ns! 90 5 5.763106

5.25 ~ns! 2 1 5.763106

TABLE IV. Setup for windows used in ABF.

Test Units Window 1 Window 2 Window 3 Window 4 Window 5

DCE deg @0, 46# @26, 82# @62, 118# @107, 154# @134, 180#
FMet Å @215, 210# @210, 25# @25, 0# @0, 5# @5, 10#
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pole of DCE in thegauchestate and the surrounding water.
These interactions are absent if DCE is in thetrans confor-
mation because, by symmetry, this state has no dipole mo-
ment. The free energy barrier was found to be equal to 4.2
kcal/mol, approximately 0.7 kcal/mol higher than the same
barrier in the gas phase. The error bars were computed using
Eq. ~17!. Its larger value is 0.15 kcal/mol.

The results obtained by fast growth were also satisfac-
tory. For t55 ps, three independent profiles ofN5342 tra-
jectories were generated using the estimatorsDAN

(J) and
DAN

(G) . For the sake of clarity we show only one profile for
each estimator in Fig. 5~a!. We computed the error bars as
the standard deviation of the three independent estimates of
DAN

(J) and DAN
(G) . The maximum error obtained along the

profile was 0.11 kcal/mol forDAN
(J) and 0.23 kcal/mol for

DAN
(G) .
Again, only one of the profiles forDAN

(J) and one for
DAN

(G) are shown fort597.5 in Fig. 5~b!, with error bars
obtained calculating the standard deviation of seven indepen-
dent estimates. The maximum uncertainty was found to be
0.14 kcal/mol forDAN

(J) and 0.12 kcal/mol forDAN
(G) . We

conclude that both ABF and fast growth techniques show a
similar efficiency in this test.

We next analyzed the values ofW obtained for five dif-
ferent switching times. The Gaussian fits in Fig. 6~a! show
that the work can be considered as sampled from Gaussian
distributions with parametersW̄ andsW

2 dependent onj and
t. As expected, the nonequilibrium effects propagate along
the trajectory, causingsW to increase asj increases.

From Fig. 6~b!, we observe that decreasing the switching
time has the same effect. Moreover, we observe thatsW

2

scales as 1/t for switching timest longer than 22.5 ps:

sW
2 '

r0
2

t
for t>22.5 ps,

andr0
2 is a constant that depends on the current,j, and ini-

tial, ja , values of the reaction coordinate. Indeed, this con-
firms the scaling given in Eq.~26! for the slow-growth re-
gime with

s0
2~ja ,j!5

r0
2~ja ,j!

Dt
.

The constantr0
2(ja ,j) was obtained by fitting over the

whole range@210°, 180°# a linear function ofj, leading to

r0
2.3.31~j2ja!, 210°<j<180°.

SinceW is Gaussian, the estimate in Eq.~24! can pro-
vide an alternative way of assessing the statistical error of
DAN

(J) . Its applicability depends on the value of the variance
sW

2 . Specifically, $exp@b2sWt

2 (j)#21%/N must remain small

enough along the range@ja ,jb# such that the expansion in
Eq. ~22! can be approximated by its first-order term. In Sec.
II C ~harmonic oscillator! we found numerically the follow-
ing intervals of validity for this estimate:

N5342, bsW.1.46,

N520, bsW.0.9.

In the present case, we obtain from Fig. 6~b!

N5342, t55 ps, j5180°, bsW'2.4 ~.1.46!,

N520, t597.5 ps, j5180°, bsW'0.43 ~,0.9!.

FIG. 4. Free energy profile of the torsional angle of DCE in bulk water
calculated using the method of average force for constrained simulations
and ABF.

FIG. 5. ~a! Free energy profile of DCE in water using the method of average
force for constrained simulations vs fast growth withN5342 andt55 ps.
~b! Free energy profile of DCE in water using the method of average force
for constrained simulations vs fast growth withN520 andt597.5 ps.
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It follows that we can use Eq.~24! to obtain an estimate
of the statistical error only forN520 andt597.5 ps, yield-
ing 0.1 kcal/mol atj5180°. This is in good agreement with
the estimate obtained from several independent sets of tra-
jectories earlier in this section.

B. Transfer of FMet across a water-hexane interface

The free energy profile for the transfer of FMet across a
water-hexane interface obtained using ABF is shown in Fig.
7. The free energy exhibits a minimum at the interface,
which is approximately 2 kcal/mol deep~compared to the
free energy in bulk water!. The existence of this minimum is
due to the lower density at the interface between weakly
interacting liquids, such as water and oil, compared to the
densities in the bulk solvents. As a result, the probability of
finding a cavity sufficiently large to accommodate the solute
increases and the corresponding free energy cost of inserting
a small, nonpolar or weakly polar solute decreases.50 Similar
free energy profiles were found for a wide range of other
solutes.11,44,51 The free energy difference between FMet in

water and hexane is approximately equal to 0.5 kcal/mol,
which corresponds well to the measured partition coefficient
between these two liquids.50

The difference between the ABF and reference curves21

is within the error bounds given by Eq.~17!. The maximum
error is 0.12 kcal/mol. The profile is also in a very good
agreement with the profile obtained for the same process
using the particle insertion method,50 which is highly accu-
rate for small solutes.

In comparison, fast growth provides poor results. Figure
8~a! shows two profilesA(j), obtained withDAN

(G) and
DAN

(J) . In both cases, the error bars represent the standard
deviation obtained from five independent estimates. The un-
certainty in the estimateDAN

(J)(j) can exceed in some points
0.5 kcal/mol. The estimateDAN

(G)(j) is even worse, as it is
systematically biased for most of the interval@ja ,jb#.

We have no theoretical estimate assessing the error of
DAN

(J) in this case. As pointed out in Sec. II B 2 a, expansion
~19! requires an accurate computation of the moments of
exp(2bW). However, as shown Fig. 9~a!, this is not possible
as the lower tail ofP(W) is insufficiently sampled.

The fundamental reason of the poor efficiency of fast
growth is shown in Fig. 9~b!. Given the computational ex-
pense of the simulation, for a relatively long switching time
~only 18 trajectories!, sW is on the order of 3kBT, which
shows that we are still far from the slow-growth regime. This
is in contrast with the DCE test, wheresW was smaller than
kBT. In other words, for the FMet system, it is very difficult
to remain close to equilibrium, i.e., perform an adiabatic
switching. As a consequence, the efficiency of fast growth is
much worse than ABF.

Slower runs do not help to achieve good results. In Fig.
8~b! we show the profileA(j) obtained witht55.25 ns and
N52 trajectories. Although there is a slight improvement in
matching the reference free energy profile, the error remains
quite large~0.5 kcal/mol!.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we analyze the efficiency of two recently
developed methods for calculating the free energy along a
generalized coordinate in the system. One method, often

FIG. 6. ~a! Histograms of the work values obtained atj563° and j
5120° for 1026 fast growth trajectories. Switching timet55 ps. The
Gaussian fits show that the work can be considered as sampled from Gauss-
ian distributions.~b! Dependence ofsW

2 on j andt for fast growth in DCE.
The solid lines show thatsW

2 behaves asr0
2/t in the slow-growth regime

(t>22.5 ps). A fit over the whole range@210°, 180°# reveals thatr0
2

.3.31(j2ja). The scaling does not hold for the fastest switching times
~dotted lines!.

FIG. 7. Free energy profile of the transfer of FMet calculated using the
method of average force for constrained simulations and ABF.
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called fast growth, is based on the relation given in Eq.~10!,
recently derived by Jarzynski.18,19 The second method relies
on thermodynamic integration of the average force acting
along the reaction coordinate in an unconstrained
simulation.20,21 Interestingly, the key step in the implementa-
tion of these two rather different methods is identical—in
both cases the instantaneous force acting along the reaction
coordinate must be calculated. The general formula for this
force in systems with single or multiple reaction coordinates
has been derived recently.20,21 In both methods the knowl-
edge of the instantaneous force is used to modify the behav-
ior of the system, but in a different manner. In fast growth
the force is subtracted from the forces acting on the particles
in the system at each time step. Thus, there is no net force
acting along the reaction coordinate, which guarantees that
the system evolves along this coordinate with constant, ini-
tially assigned velocity, as required in the method. This al-
lows for generating an ensemble of nonequilibrium trajecto-
ries that can yield the average in Eq.~10!. In contrast, in
ABF an estimate of theaverageof instantaneous forces act-
ing along the reaction coordinate is subtracted. This yields a
Hamiltonian system which, in general, is different from the
original one. In the modified system the forces acting on the
reaction coordinate have approximately zero mean but the
same higher moments as the forces in the original system.

The results for the two examples considered in this
study—rotation of hydrated 1,2-dichloroethane around the
C–C bond and transfer of fluoromethane across a water-
hexane interface—reveal striking differences in the perfor-
mance of the fast growth method versus the ABF method. In
the DCE case, the free energy profiles obtained from both
methods are in excellent agreement and coincide with the
profiles previously calculated using other methods. The dis-
tribution of work performed on the system during nonequi-
librium trajectories in fast growth is approximately Gaussian
even for relative short switching times. This allows use of
previously derived22,23 formulas for standard deviations of
the free energy difference based on both Jarzynski’s18 and
Gaussian38 estimators. These standard deviations have been
compared with the corresponding standard deviations for
ABF derived in this study and with standard deviations ob-
tained from numerical analysis. All these values are similar,
indicating that efficiencies of fast growth and ABF are ap-
proximately the same.

The situation is quite different in the FMet case. The free
energy profile obtained from ABF is very similar to the pro-
files previously calculated using constrained force thermody-
namic integration and the highly accurate particle insertion
method. The agreement, however, is not nearly as good for

FIG. 8. Free energy profile of the transfer of FMet calculated using the
method of average force for constrained simulations and fast growth with~a!
N518 andt5640 ps and~b! N52 andt55.25 ns.

FIG. 9. ~a! Histograms of the work values obtained atj50 andj59 (Å)
from 90 fast growth trajectories. Switching timet5640 ps.~b! Dependence
of sW

2 on j and linear fit for the test of~a!.
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fast growth. At the same cost, the error in the calculated free
energy is substantial for all, even very slow, switching times.
In addition, this error can be estimated only from numerical
results but not from the analytical formulas. This is because
the distributions of works are not Gaussian, which violates
the assumptions underlying the formulas for standard devia-
tions given in Eqs.~24! and ~27!.

These results lead us to a conclusion that fast growth
may not be an efficient approach to estimating free energy
changes along ‘‘physical’’ reaction coordinates~defined by
generalized coordinates in the system!. In some cases, such
as internal rotation of DCE, computationally efficient switch-
ing times can be readily chosen, for which the system re-
mains close to equilibrium for the full length of the trajec-
tory. Then the fast-growth method performs well but not
better than ABF. Theoretical analysis of error confirms this
conclusion. In other cases, even as simple as transfer of FMet
across a water-hexane interface, the system is easily driven
away from equilibrium. As a result, the distributions of
works are broad and non-Gaussian even for relatively long
switching times. In such cases, fast growth is clearly much
less efficient that ABF. In addition, for non-Gaussian distri-
butions of works no practical formula for error is available.
Considering that predicting whether the system will remain
close to equilibrium or not does not appear to be simple, the
utility of fast growth may be limited at present. In the future,
however, free energy estimates obtained from fast growth
might improve through better predictions of the probability
distribution of work for small values of the argument or
through developing tighter bounds on the free energy without
referring to the probability distribution in this poorly
sampled range of work. An example of the second approach
is the recent work of Luet al.52

It is also possible to improve both ABF and fast growth
by increasing the number of sample points in regions where
the variance of the force is large. For ABF, this can be natu-
rally done using windows for example. For fast growth, this
is done by using a nonconstant switching velocityvj

0(t). By
choosing a smaller~larger! vj

0(t) in regions where the vari-
ance of the force is large~small! it is possible to reduce
statistical error without increasing the computational cost.
Note, however, an important difference between ABF and
fast growth. In ABF, after the simulation is completed, it is
always possible to obtain additional samples in regions
where the sampling is insufficient. On the contrary, for fast
growth, we need to determine beforehandvj

0(t). For ex-
ample, a few runs withdj/dt constant can be used to esti-
mate the variance of the force acting onj. From these data,
the optimalvj

0(t) can be estimated. However, once the fast
growth calculation has started, it is not possible to change
vj

0(t).
As we have already pointed out, ABF is preferred over

the probability distribution method because it yields uniform
or nearly uniform sampling of the reaction coordinate. How-
ever, in many cases it may not have significant advantages
over thermodynamic integration based on constrained simu-
lations, especially if there are no concerns about nonergod-
icity in sampling orthogonal degrees of freedom. Neverthe-
less, compared to constrained force simulations, ABF may

have other advantages for both thermodynamic and dynamic
calculations. For example, instead of subtracting the average
force along the reaction coordinate one might subtract only a
fraction a. This would create a system in which relative sta-
bilities of different states remain the same but the barriers are
reduced bya. This, in turn, increases the probability of tran-
sitions between different states. Alternatively, one can sub-
stitute the average force by other, arbitrary chosen forces
acting along the reaction coordinate. This new force might,
for example, steer the system toward specific states. These
applications of ABF will be explored in the future.
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APPENDIX: STATISTICAL ERROR IN ADAPTIVE
BIASING FORCE

We start by relating the global average of the forces
obtained along the simulation, denoted asm, with the aver-
agesm i in each bin:

m5E@Fj#5 lim
K→`

(m51
K Fj~ tm!

K

5 lim
K→`

( i 51
p ( i 51

ni Fj
u~ t l

i !

K

5 lim
K→`

(
i 51

p

^Fj
u&j i ,ni

P~j i !5
( i 51

p m i

p
.

This yields

E@DA~ab f !#52Dj(
i 51

p

m i52Djpm52Dj(
i 51

p

m.

~A1!

With similar arguments, the following identity follows for
the global variance of the forces:

s25Var@Fj#5
( i 51

p s i
21~m2m i !

2

p
. ~A2!

The fluctuations on the final estimate of the free energy
can be expressed as
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E†uDA~ab f !2E@DA~ab f !#u2‡5EFUDj(
i 51

p

~^Fj&j i ,ni
2m!U2G @using Eq. ~A1 !#

5~Dj!2 (
i , j 51

p

(
l 51

ni

(
k51

nj 1

ninj
E$@Fj~ t l

i !2m#@Fj~ tk
i !2m#% ~A3!

5~Dj!2S (
i 51

p

(
l 51

ni 1

ni
2 E$@Fj~ t l

i !2m#2%1 (
i , j 51;l 51;k51

iÞ j or lÞk

p;ni ;nj

E$@Fj~ t l
i !2m#@Fj~ tk

j !2m#%D . ~A4!

The sum in Eq.~A3! can be rewritten as

(
i 51

p

(
l 51

ni 1

ni
2 E$@Fj~ t l

i !2m#2%5(
i 51

p s i
21~m2m i !

2

ni
. ~A5!

The sum in Eq.~A4! contains all the correlations along the
simulation:

(
i , j 51;l 51;k51

iÞ j or lÞk

p;ni ;nj

E$@Fj~ t l
i !2m#@Fj~ tk

j !2m#%

5 (
s,r 51
sÞr

K
1

nI ~s!nI ~r !
E$@Fj~ ts!2m#@Fj~ t r !2m#%, ~A6!

whereI (s) denotes the bin where the forceFj(ts) was col-
lected.

The numerical evaluation of Eq.~A6! may be extremely
lengthy. However, the approximation

1

ni
'

p

K

turns out to be valid ifK is sufficiently large such that the
probability distributionP(j) is close to uniform. This yields
the following approximation:

E†uDA~ab f !2E@DA~ab f !#u2
‡

'~Dj!2F p

K (
i 51

p

@s i
21~m2m i !

2#1
p2

K2

3 (
s,r 51
sÞr

K

E$@Fj~ ts!2m#@Fj~ t r !2m#%G . ~A7!

Assuming that the series of forces$Fj(tm)%m51
K is stationary,

the sum of covariances can be approximated as

p2

K2 (
s,r 51
sÞr

K

E$@Fj~ ts!2m#@Fj~ t r !2m#%

52
s2p2

K2 (
s51

K21

~K2s!rs ,

wherers denotes the autocorrelation coefficient of the forces
for a lags. Now, if K is much larger than the maximum lag
for which rsÞ0,

p2

K2 (
s51

K21

~K2s!rs5
p2

K (
s51

K21 S 12
s

K D rs

'
p2

K (
s51

`

rs5
p2

K
k,

wherek is the correlation length of the series.40 If we further
take into account Eq.~A2!, we are led to the approximation

SD@DA~ab f !#'DjFp2

K
s212s2

p2

K
kG1/2

5~jb2ja!
s

K1/2~112k!1/2. ~A8!
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